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BILINGUALSM/MULTILINGUALISM
Many people have questions about how to best help children learn language, and the effects of
learning more than one language at a time. Did you know that it is very common around the world
for children to learn two or three languages at oncei? Here are a few facts:
Are you afraid that using more than one language when your child is young will just confuse him
and he will not master either language?
It is true that children may mix the two languages that they use in daily life and say something like
“Where is my chapeau?”. This is not a sign of confusion, but a way for them to express themselves when
they do not know the word in the second languageii. They are just using the words that are available to
them to get their message across. We adults all do that too and in fact children are often just copying what
they hear around themiii.
What are the advantages of multilingualism?
Children who are exposed to more than one language early in life:
 Are able to understand and talk with more people;
 Can communicate with their relatives who may speak an ancestral language;
 Are more sensitive to people from other cultures;
 Have more employment opportunities in adult life;
 Have sharpened cognitive skillsiv.
What is the best way to help my child learn more than one language at a time?
There is not just one way to learn a second or third language. Some ways are:
 One language at home and another language at daycare;
 Two languages at home;
 Two languages at home and a third at school;
 Two languages at the same time;
 One after the other;
 A second language can also be learned later in life.
Should I only speak one language and my spouse another? How should we manage? If my child is
going to French school should we only speak French?
What is important is to expose your child to rich and varied language models.
 Read, speak and sing to him in whatever language/s you are most comfortable in. Your partner or
relatives and the daycare should do the same in their preferred language. This is a great way to
introduce many new words and ideas. It is not necessary to avoid mixing two languages when
speaking to your child;
 Trying to use a language that you are not fluent in will just limit your communication, and does
not help the child learn that language any faster or better;
 Children need 30-40% exposure in their waking hours to each language to be able to use that
language to communicate. And, this has to be maintained over long stretches of time (i.e. years).
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If they only hear a language once in a while, it will be hard to master it. Ways to increase
exposure to a second language are:
o Listening to audiobooks on CD or audio e-books in the second language;
o Watching a movie in the second language;
o Daycare or school or classes in the second language;
o Community activities like library story time, clubs, and sports in the second
language.
What if my child has a language delay? Is it a good idea to expose her to another language?
Learning a second language is a good idea, even if your child is delayed.
 This is true for all children, even children with a language disorderv, autismvi, or an intellectual
delayvii. They will learn the second language just like they learned the first language. Learning
another language will not cause your child to be more delayed.
Did you know?
 Children who speak their home language fluently do better in school in the second languageviii;
 It is never too early or too late to learn another language;
 Worldwide, there are more people who speak two or more languages than people who speak
oneix;
 Speaking more than one language may even delay the onset of dementia later in lifex.
For more information on this topic and for specific examples of children growing up in a multilingual
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